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 EXTENSIONS OF ANTI- DERIVAl‘ IONS TO MODULES OF QUOTlENTS 

(Dedicate to professor Jae Kyu Lim on his sixtieth birthday) 

By Seog Hoon Rim 

1. Introduction 

Throughout the following , R wi lI denote an associative ring with unit 

element 1 and R- :vJod will denote the category of all unitary left R- modules 

and let ω :R - • R be an involution (i. e. w is an endomorphism of R whose 
square is identity map). Then anti-derivation with respect to W of R is a 

mapping d: R-• R such that d(a + b) = d(a) + d(b) and d (ab) = d(a) b+ w(a)d(b) 

for all elements a, bER ([3J). lf w is an identify map, then d is called an 
(ordinary) derivation 

lf M is a unitary left R- module and if d is a fixed anti-derivation (wilh 
respect to w) on R lhen anli -deri vation on M is a mapping d : M• M satisfying 

the condition that d (m + n) = d (m) + d (11) and d (rlll) = d(a)m + w(a)d( lIl) for all 

element m , n드J1l and rER. 

The purIXJse of the present paper is to show that any anti-derivation w. r. 
tO w on a left R-module j lJ can be extended to an anti -derivation w. r. to ψ on 
the module of quotienls of M with respect any torsion theory on R- Mod relative 
to which M is torsionfree, using the method of ]. Golan ’s melhαJ. ln particular 
any anti-derivation w . r. to w on the ring R can be extended to an anti-derivation 
w. r. to w on lhe ring of quotienls of R, uniquely ‘ 

2. Sorne preliminaries 

Notalion and terminanology concerning (hereditary) torsion theories on R

Mod will follow [IJ. Jn particular, if , is a torsion theory on R-Mod then a 

left ideal H of R is said 10 te ,--dense ideal in R if and only if the cyclic left 

R- module R/ H is ,--torsion. lf ,\-1 is a left R-module then we denote T ,(M) 

the unique largest submodule of i\l1 which is ,- Iorsion. If E(M) is the injective 

hull of a left R- module .1I then we define the submodule E,(M) of E(M) by 

E,(M) / M = T ,((E)/ J'vl). The module of quotients'of M with respect to ,-, denoted 

by Q/λ1)， is then defined 10 be E,(M/ T ,(M)). Note that, in particular, if M 

is , -torsionfree then Q,(M )=E, (M) , and this is a left R-module containing M 

as a large submodule. In general, we have a canonical R• homomorphism from 
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M to Qt (M) oblamed by, composlng the canonlCal surJectl。n [rom M to AI/ Tt(M) 

wilh the inclusion map into Q,(M). 

lf Rr 1S tl1e endom。rphism rlng 。f the left R- module Qt(RR) then Qr (nI) lS 

canonically a left R- module for every left R- module M and the canonical map 
R• Rr lS a rlng holtmmorphlSm The rlng Rr lS called the rlng 。f qu。Ilents or 

locali zation of R al r. A IOrsion theory r on R-Mod is said 10 be faithful if 

.and only if R , considered as a left module Qver itse lf, is !'- torsionfree. In this 

ca~e ， R is canonically subring of Rro 

Before enterning our discussion, we assume that any anti-derivations are 
related with a fixed involution ψ 

LEMMA L Jor each q In Qr(Al) , the map aH, q ll ,Qr(M) deftrled by h- d 

(u.'(h)q) - d(w(h))q is an R-module homomorþhism , lor every h in 1I. 

PROOF. Trivial 

The following lemmas can te found in [1] 

LEMMA 2. Let lI be a r-akrise Ideal m R, and let aH, q be R-module homo…orphism 

.de/ined on H ;nto Q/A1) , then R/ ll is T-torsion and there exist unique R 끼odule 

homo’”Orphism gR,q R• Qr( l)[) which makes the diagram co’'1l mutes. 

l. e o-H-R 

a H •• j // (3 R •• 

Q/M) 

LEMMA 3. Let 1I and K be T- dense ideals 01 R then ψe have the following 

results 

(1) H n K is r-derzse ideal. 
(2) (H: r) = (aER I arE I-꺼 is -;--dense ideal ‘ 

(3) Homornorphic irnage 01 II is τ-dense ;dtal 

LEMMA 4. Let II and K be r-deηse ldeals of R and let aH, q II• Q,(M). and 

aK, q : K-·Qr(A4) be dejMd as 1n the le”””a 2 Then aH, q and aK, q deftne the 

sa1lle elements in Qr(A1). 

3. ~'Ia in theorems 

THEOREM 5. Let d be an anti-derivation on a ring R . Let T be a torsion theory 

on R-Mod and let M be a r - torsionlree lelt R- module on which we have delilled 
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a ,l afltt dertratioyl d. Then there eXISts aa antI-derluanon a def!,,ed m Qc (Jl) 

the restrictioll 01 which to /11 is d. 

PROOF. If q is an element of Q, (.lI) then there exi , ts a ; -dense left ideal 

II of R satisfying [-[q드JH. Define a function aκq Il• Q,(.\l) by setting h-d 

(ψ (h) ) q) -d(ω (h) )q. By the lemma 1, αH q is an R-l1。lnomorph lSI11 of left R

modules. Therefore by the lemma~， 、re see thai trH,q extends unlquely to 

R-homomorphism from DR to Q.(J l) and so there exists unique element q of 
κ r 

Qt(M) satisf} lng ihe condlimn that ακ q =hq for aIl Iz in H. We now define 

a function d ’ Q.( ,lI) • Q ,(.1l) by setting d (q) = ~. This function is weIldefined 

Indeed, suppose that q is an elerr.ent of Q.(.\l) and let II and K be r -dense left 
r 

ideals of R satisfying [[q드M and Kq~J[. Then (Hn K)q드_\1 and [-In K is also 

r-dense ideal in R. By the lemma 4, a u _ and a v _ define the same element iI ’ H ,q ~ ..... ..... K,q 

이ow we claim such d is an anti-derivation on Q,(i1l) Indeed , let p and q be 

elements of Q, (M) and let r te an element of R. If II and J are ;-dense left 

ideals of R satisfying [φ드i1l and .lq드시， then K=ll f1 J is r -dense ideal of R 

such that Kp <{,lI and Kq드 i1l. ~[oreover ， for every element k of K we have 

(k)aK, pfq=J(ω (k) (p -'- q) ) - d( ,,'(k)) (p~q) 

= d (w(k)p) -7- d ("(1," (k) q) - d( U' (k) ) P一 d(ψ(k)) q 

= (k)(aK.p-aκ q) 

and by the lemma 2. the uniqueness of extension, this implies that 

d(þ+q) =d(P)+d(q). 

Similarly there exists a ;-dense left ideal II of R satisfying the condition 

that Hrq <{M and llq드시 Then by the lemma 3, ( ll: r) and K= ll기 (l[: r) are 
r-dense left ideals of R, we therefore have a R-homomorphism from RK to RR 

gi\'en by k←一(k)aK rq- (kI(r))ax q· 「。r e、 ery element k of K , 、.'-e see that 

(k)aK rq- (km(r))aK q= d(r(kr)q) d(r(k) )rq J(a‘ (k)r)q + d(w(k)r)q 

d(ψ (k) )rq - d(w(k) )rq -t ι- (k) d(r) q = kd(r) q 

And by the unique r.ess of the extension, this equation implies that d(rq) 

w(r)d(q) = d(r)q , i. e. d(rq) = d(r)q -,- u.• (r)d( q). Thus 2 is an anti-derivation on 

Q,(M) . 

Note that 2 restricts to d on Q_(J l). Indeed 끼 is an. ele iUent of 1\1 then \ve 
r 

can take R as a r-dense ideal in R such that Rm드.11 and for any element r of 

R we have d(rm) -d(r) m =d(r)끼수 w(r)d(m) =w(r)d(m). By the definition of 

깅 2 (r1ll) - d(r)m =w’ (r) d(m) i.e. d(m)=d(1II) 
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COROLLARY 6. Let d be an anti-derivation on a ring R and let J be an anti

derivation defined 011 a left R-module .U. Suþpose that!' is a lorsion theory On 

R-Mod satis!yillg the condition that J(T,(.\l))5,T ,(.\J). Then there exists an 

a,ltl-dertrattoll a 。” Qr(Al) m such a maRner that the dtagray” 
M--"• Q,(.\l) 

d 1 1 d 
M--• Q,(:\1) 

COI’'lm’'1 tes. 

PR。。F Define d. on Jl/ Tr(Jl) by derlotting, d. ‘ 111 + T , (,\/) ,... J (111) + T , (M) , 

by the condition d(T, (M)) 5T ,(.1J), such a map is welldefined. And :vJ/T, (M} 

is r-torsionfree left R-module by the theorem 5, this anti-derivation d can 

be extended 10 an anti-derivation d on Q'< .1I) making the diagram commutes. 
r 

CORROLLARY 7. Let r be a !aith!ul torsion theory on R-Mod and d be an 

anti-derivation on a ring R. Then there exisls unique anti-derivation J de，끼 ned on 

Rr the restriction 01 which 10 R is d. 

PR∞F. The existension of anti-derivation d follows from the theorem 5 and 

the fact that Q, (R) and R , are isomorphic, as left R-modules. To show the 

uniqueness, assurne that i and I be anti-derivations defined on R~ ， and i' = j ' 
。n R i. e. (d -1 )(h) =0 for all hER for all non-zerO element q of R, there 

exists a r-dense left ideal l-J of R satisfying the condition that I-lq드R and 50 

for any element h in I-l we have 0= (d -1) (hq) =ω (h)(d" - f)(q) , thus we 

have w(J{) (d' - j) (q) =0. Since wun is ~-dense left ideals of R, this implies 

that d-(q) = j(q) for all qER 

Kyungpook Universi ty 
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